A DETAILED EXAMINATION

A DETAILED EXAMINATION OF THE ROOTS OF DOMESTIC
NATIONAL POLITICAL CORRUPTION AND A PLEA FOR
ELECTED OFFICIALS TO ACTUALLY DO THEIR JOBS FOR
THE AMERICAN PUBLIC

"Dear White House:
For years, we have been asking our government representatives to do
something, anything, about this matter. We have gotten no reply, stonewalling, cover-ups and zero eﬀort. That is shameful!
This matter aﬀects every voting citizen because, if we can't get justice in
America, then no voter will believe they can either.
A handful of corrupt tech billionaires, and their corrupt Senators, are
manipulating the taxaying voter's emotional triggers in order to steer, and
money-launder, a trillion U.S. taxpayer dollars into their private bank
accounts. Over 300 million American voters have said that the #1 issue with
U.S. public policy is “CORRUPTION”. This issue is about that corruption.
Their “climate”, “immigrants”, “medical coverage” issues are fake
controversies that they use to scam U.S. Treasury funds that have nothing to
do with those ‘cover issues’. They use Google, Facebook, Twitter and the "Main
Stream Media", that they own, in order to pump up these fake controversies
via fake news. They use "Dark Money" fake charities, "Invisible Bridge" money
laundering, crony stock market insider trading and pump-and-dump schemes,
revolving door payola, prostitution bribes and other illicit corruption tricks.
We are ﬁghting back and we have already taken out part of the “bad guys”, and
their schemes, using 100% legal tactics and methodologies.
Any member of the public can now accomplish these anti-corruption eﬀorts
using espionage journalism, private investigation methods, citizen sleuth
websites, class-action lawsuits and personal mass public media distribution.
We encourage the public to continue in their eﬀorts to bankrupt every single
corrupt party that abuses our Democracy.
In our matter, the U.S. Government, via the Obama White House and the U.S.
Department of Energy intentionally defrauded us out of years of work and our
life savings! Now they owe us some oﬀsets! We are here to collect.
We could not understand how ‘public servants’ could do these kinds of crimes
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to, and with, our government while stealing our, and millions of other
taxpayers, money out of our pockets. We set out to hunt down every single
person, group and process that allowed these crimes to happen, document
their crimes on permanent public record and then make it nearly impossible
for them to ever do this to the public again.
We were tricked by false government promises into spending years of our lives
and millions of dollars of our life savings. We, and our peers, were used as the
“facade” of a “cover story” to operate a criminally illicit “Dark Money”
operation against the American public. We swear, warrant and certify that we
can prove every assertion in a public federal jury trial, Grand Jury hearing
and/or televised Congressional hearing, given equitable credible legal
resources and security protection.
Senior government oﬀicials had full knowledge of, and participated in, this
criminal enterprise. They knew, from the start, that the state ad federal
funding was covertly hard-wired, in advance, exclusively to their friends. They
then attacked us with “Fusion GPS” , “Lois Lerner Targeting”, a tabloid
character assassination program and worse things. They attacked us because
we properly reported the crime to the FBI and Congress. They attacked us
because we did "the right thing".
The cover-ups of this crime continue to this day. The failure of the U.S.
Government to provide any 1.) apology, 2.) damages oﬀset, 3.) justice, 4.)
whistle-blower and informant fees; in this matter continues to this day. We are
not anti-government. We are anti-corruption. In fact, top government oﬀicials
are helping us in our quest.
For our ﬁrst project, almost every taxpaying member of the public supported
our past eﬀorts and, in fact, provided us with a historically large number of
purchasing letters of support which we hand-delivered to Congress. Nobody
else was able to do that.
The non-crony major international news outlets, every major industrial
publication, most of the non-crony members of the U.S. Congress, and every
other non-crony public oﬀicial conﬁrmed that "Part Two" of our project was a
“go”. After winning Congressional awards and fully delivering on our previous
government contracts, federal oﬀicials asked us to invest our time and money
in the federal government and do even more to create domestic jobs and new
domestic technology opportunities.
BUT…
...it turned out that all of the government “deciders” worked for and owned
stock in our arch competitor. The government oﬀicials took the money they
had promised to us and gave it to their friends, who are our competitors. They
gave it to the least qualiﬁed party; who also happened to be their buddy and
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their campaign ﬁnanciers. They also gave part of the taxpayer cash to some of
their friends who immediately ﬁled bankruptcy in order to make huge proﬁts
oﬀ of tax loss ﬁlings and stock market valuation “pumps” without ever having
to create any jobs or ongoing product deliveries.
We were asked to pay bribes and we refused to pay bribes. We refused to be
part of the Silicon Valley “Dark Money” crimes. We knew these people. We
were invited to their parties and to their most intimate meetings. When we
saw that they were running afoul of Democracy using corrupt schemes, illegal
insider trading, sextortion, money laundering, tax evasion, bribes, prostitutes,
Dark Money conduits, election rigging, internet manipulation and other
crimes against the public; we said NO!
Will the U.S. Government provide us with the justice we seek and the
Constitution demands?
We have worked with exceptional FBI, GAO, SEC, CFTC, IG and Congressional
staﬀ in this matter and we wish to acknowledge their support. Many have seen
the recent news head-lines about top-level law enforcement ﬁrings of corrupt
law enforcement executives. Those were the right moves and we wish to
conﬁrm the fact that certain public oﬀicials continue to stall our justice.
Treasury and GAO say that over 180 million taxpayer dollars have been spent
on cover-ups, attacks and DOJ stalls against our request in order to avoid
political embarrassment for the Obama Administration. They are no longer
around and they SHOULD be embarrassed by their corruption!You can resolve
our matter for dramatically less money than you are spending trying to cover
it up!
We will not give up and we will ﬁght to the end. Our Task Force of crime
victims, journalists, bloggers, mass data scientists, intelligence specialists and
voters is now using 100% legal means to terminate every single crook in this
case until we get justice. We demand a resolution where our damages are paid
for and the whistle-blower and informant fees we are owed are delivered.
The news articles and Congressional reports prove that this Silicon Valley
Cartel regularly engages in crimes, sex abuse, illicit acts, a sociopath culture
and law-breaking. Fact-based forensic data has now been published
representing the work of tens of thousands of renown, award-winning
journalists and researchers. They prove that what we are saying really did
happen and it really is a criminal abuse of Democracy! The ICIJ, Snowden,
Assange and Binney leaks prove the depth of the crimes.Hundreds of
thousands of documents have now been placed on public record in the federal
courts and P2P archives and those documents prove who engaged in these
crimes and how they did it. The 60 Minutes episodes, The feature ﬁlms: Dark
Money; Too Big To Fail; Inside Job and the tens of thousands of broadcast news
segments about this corruption all prove our assertions. The evidence is
indisputable!
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It is time for the public to take a stand against this kind of organized crime
that is operated by the very people that are meant to serve the public!
It is time for The U.S. Government and The U.S. Department of Energy to
deliver the 1.) apology, 2.) damages oﬀset, 3.) justice, 4.) whistle-blower and
informant fees that are required."

---------------------------------------------------------------------------QUESTIONS?

Q. Where is your proof?
A. Here is the proof:
-

http://www.DC-crimes.com
http://www.slush-fund.com
Federal court records on ﬁle at http://www.pacer.gov
FBI 302 and case evidence ﬁles submitted by our peers
Congressional Ethics Committee reports on public record
GAO investigation reports we helped produce
and thousands more web repositories we are happy to share...

As a matter of fact, we have submitted over a million pages of evidence produced by
the best, and brightest, FBI agents, criminal investigators, forensic researchers,
investigative reporters, insider whistle-blowers and former agency employees. In fact,
our complaint evidence sets comprise over 6 TERRABYTES of data. That is quite a bit
of hard evidence. Additionally, there has been very little credible push-back from any
major entities, aside from those charged with the crimes. In other words, every wellknown entity who was not a crook involved in these embezzlements has veriﬁed our
charges.

Q. Why don't we hear more about this in "the news"?
A. Because print news media has gone out of business and most of the online news,
especially Google, YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, Huﬀpo are owned or invested in by the
very people who are charged with the political bribery, insider trading, election
manipulation and corruption. They order their news outlets, which now are the
majority of news publishers in the world, to NOT covernews about these crimes
because it will embarrass them and cause the FBI and Congress to look at them more
closely. We are not going to let this be covered-up.
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Q. Why don't you just sue all of the people and agencies who did these things
to you?
A. The attacks on us were designed to eliminate our ﬁnances so we could not aﬀord
law ﬁrms. If we could sue each one of the bad guys and aﬀord the same lawyers as the
bad guys, we would win every case. Each case costs over two million dollars in legal
expenses. There are many cases. Our legal rights were blockaded by carefully crafted
rights elimination tactics. In America, you can only get a lawyer for free if you kill the
opposition bad guy ﬁrst. In other words you only get a free lawyer if you commit a
murder.

Q. Isn't it the job of the FBI and the DOJ to help citizens like you with
injustices like this?
A. As the world saw with the recent ﬁrings of the top staﬀ at the FBI and DOJ; top law
enforcement bosses are often more focused on cover-ups of crimes than the
prosecution of crimes. We have helped get hundreds of famous political people ﬁred
for corruption but that does not fully solve our issue.

Q. What are you asking for?
A. Justice, a written apology, to get our damages paid for, the ﬁring of every corrupt
oﬀicial involved and delivery of the whistle-blower fees we were promised.

Q. Who have you contacted to try to get this resolved?
A. Using certiﬁed mail, receipt-based FEDEX and time-stamped and tracked electronic
communications we have contacted every law enforcement agency, regulatory agency,
their heads of oﬀice and every elected representative through every known oﬀicial
channel and back-channel for nearly a decade. We have only encountered ﬁngerpointing to some other agency and an oﬀicial "not my circus, not my monkey's"
attitude of "just ignore them, maybe they will go away".

Q. Who else can we contact to conﬁrm that these crimes and stock market
corruptions took place and are still taking place.
A. These groups:
- http://wearethenewmedia.com/
- https://www.icij.org/
- https://www.transparency.org/
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- https://www.judicialwatch.org
- https://corruption123.com
- https://wikileaks.org
- https://causeofaction.org
- http://globalinitiative.net/
And over 400 other organizations we can introduce you to...

Q. Are you associated with any political party?
A. No. We are neither Democrats nor Republicans. We are domestic American
taxpayers who were raped by our own elected representatives who were proﬁteering
oﬀ of these crimes. We represent the American citizens!
SO WHY ARE WE NOT GETTING ANY RESPONSE, ANY JUSTICE AND ANY
OFFSETS FROM THE VERY PEOPLE WE PAY TO PROTECT AND SERVE US?
WE DEMAND THAT THESE CRIMINALS BE ARRESTED OR ELSE WE WILL
PERFORM CITIZEN ARRESTS ON EACH AND EVERY ONE OF THEM!

News Articles And Government Reports About This Case:

- Evidence repository # 2367:
Resource A
- List of reporting outlets who have covered this case:
http://wearethenewmedia.com/
- Investigation agency reviewing suspects in this case:
https://www.icij.org/
- Investigation agency reviewing suspects in this case:
https://www.transparency.org/
- Investigation agency reviewing suspects in this case:
https://www.judicialwatch.org
- Investigation agency reviewing suspects in this case:
https://corruption123.com
- Investigation agency reviewing suspects in this case:
https://wikileaks.org
- Investigation agency reviewing suspects in this case:
http://peterschweizer.com/
- Investigation agency reviewing suspects in this case:
https://causeofaction.org
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- Whistleblower site reviewing one corrupt beneficiary in this case:
https://nissanwhistleblower.blogspot.com/
- Overview report on the Obama slush-fund payola:
https://freedomandprosperity.org/2015/blog/big-government/green-energy-corruption-reform-conservatism-and-the-size-ofgovernment/
- Overview report on the Obama slush-fund payola:
https://finance.townhall.com/columnists/maritanoon/2012/06/29/obamas-greenenergy-cronycorruption-n1010038
- Overview report on the Obama slush-fund payola:
http://fusion4freedom.com/about-gcf/
- Overview whistle-blower reports on the Obama slush-fund payola:
https://greencorruption.blogspot.com/
- Investigation agency reviewing suspects in this case:
- http://globalinitiative.net/
- A major Congressional report on this case:
http://oversight.house.gov/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/December-2014-IRS-Report.pdf
- Overview report on the Obama slush-fund payola:
http://instituteforenergyresearch.org/analysis/issa-report-uncovers-fraud-in-doe-loans/
- Case reviews:
http://www.xyzcase.com
- Overview report on the Obama slush-fund payola:
http://www.theifp.org/research-grants/procurement_final_edited.pdf
- Overview report on the Obama slush-fund payola:
https://www.oecd.org/cleangovbiz/toolkit/50042935.pdf
- Overview report on the Obama slush-fund payola:
http://thehill.com/blogs/congress-blog/the-administration/250109-a-case-study-in-pay-to-play-cronyism
- Overview report on the Obama slush-fund payola:
https://www.stridentconservative.com/obamas-green-energy-crony-corruption-story-part-2/
- Overview 60 Minutes video documentary on the Obama slush-fund payola:
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/cleantech-crash-60-minutes/
- Case investigation evidence files:
http://www.slush-fund.com
- What is "DARK MONEY" and how does that crime work?
https://dear-white-house.com/public/WHAT_IS_DARK_MONEY.pdf
- The Obama-Fraud Scams:
https://dear-white-house.com/public
/How_Obama_U.S._Department_of_Energy_Defrauded_Americans_Out_Of_Their_Life_Savings_In_A_Massive_Crony_Crime_Coverup.pdf
- How The FEC helps cover-up these crimes:
https://dear-white-house.com/public/THE_FEC_SCAM_AGENCY_THAT_DOES_NOTHING.pdf
- List of attacks on taxpayers that the Obama insiders engaged in:
https://dear-white-house.com/public/THE_LIST_OF_ATTACKS.pdf
- What does the evidence prove?:
https://dear-white-house.com/public/WHAT_DOES_THIS_EVIDENCE_PROVE.pdf
- A description of the largest part of the crime:
https://dear-white-house.com/public/What_is_Pre-Loaded_Campaign_Securities_Assets_payola.pdf
- A list of a few of the beneficiaries of these crimes:
https://dear-white-house.com/public/THE_LIST_OF_CROOKS_BY_NAME_VERS_3.pdf
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